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This book is about the role and potential of using digital technology in designing teaching and learning tasks in the
mathematics classroom. Digital technology has opened up different new educational spaces for the mathematics
classroom in the past few decades and, as technology is constantly evolving, novel ideas and approaches are brewing to
enrich these spaces with diverse didactical flavors. A key issue is always how technology can, or cannot, play epistemic
and pedagogic roles in the mathematics classroom. The main purpose of this book is to explore mathematics task
design when digital technology is part of the teaching and learning environment. What features of the technology used
can be capitalized upon to design tasks that transform learners’ experiential knowledge, gained from using the
technology, into conceptual mathematical knowledge? When do digital environments actually bring an essential
(educationally, speaking) new dimension to classroom activities? What are some pragmatic and semiotic values of the
technology used? These are some of the concerns addressed in the book by expert scholars in this area of research in
mathematics education. This volume is the first devoted entirely to issues on designing mathematical tasks in digital
teaching and learning environments, outlining different current research scenarios.
This volume contains papers from the Second International Curriculum Conference sponsored by the Center for the
Study of Mathematics Curriculum (CSMC). The intended audience includes policy makers, curriculum developers,
researchers, teachers, teacher trainers, and anyone else interested in school mathematics curricula.
Get them talking: Your formula for bringing math concepts to life! Want your middle schoolers to intelligently engage
with mathematical ideas? Look no further. This research-based gem brings tough Standards for Mathematical Practice 3
standards for mathematical argumentation and critical reasoning alive—all within a thoroughly explained four-part model
that covers generating cases, conjecturing, justifying, and concluding. Immediately engage students in fun, classroomready argumentation activities Help students explore—and take ownership of—mathematical ideas and concepts
Promote precise use of mathematical language Includes games, vignettes, a rich companion website, sample tasks, and
links to online tools. Bring well-planned, well-constructed mathematical discourse to life in your classroom today!
This book will teach you everything you need to know to start using SOLIDWORKS 2019 with easy to understand, step-bystep tutorials. This book features a simple robot design used as a project throughout the book. You will learn to model
parts, create assemblies, run simulations and even create animations of your robot design. No previous experience with
Computer Aided Design (CAD) is needed since this book starts at an introductory level. The author begins by getting you
familiar with the SOLIDWORKS interface and its basic tools right away. You will start by learning to model simple robot
parts and before long you will graduate to creating more complex parts and multi-view drawings. Along the way you will
learn the fundamentals of parametric modeling through the use of geometric constraints and relationships. You will also
become familiar with many of SOLIDWORKS's powerful tools and commands that enable you to easily construct complex
features in your models. Also included is coverage of gears, gear trains and spur gear creation using SOLIDWORKS.
This book continues by examining the different mechanisms commonly used in walking robots. You will learn the basic
types of planar four-bar linkages commonly used in mechanical designs and how to use the GeoGebra Dynamic
Geometry software to simulate and analyze 2D linkages. Using the knowledge you gained about linkages and
mechanisms, you will learn how to modify your robot and change its behavior by modifying or creating new parts. In the
second to last chapter of this book you learn how to combine all the robot parts into assemblies and then run motion
analysis. You will finish off your project by creating 3D animations of your robot in action. Finally, in the last chapter, the
author introduces you to 3D printing. You will learn the general principles of 3D printing including a brief history of 3D
printing, the types of 3D printing technologies, commonly used filaments, and the basic procedure for printing a 3D
model. Being able to turn your designs into physical objects will open up a whole new world of possibilities to you. There
are many books that show you how to perform individual tasks with SOLIDWORKS, but this book takes you through an
entire project and shows you the complete engineering process. By the end of this book you will have modeled and
assembled nearly all the parts that make up the TAMIYA® Mechanical Tiger and can start building your own robot.
Proceedings of the International Conference on Information Technology & Systems (ICITS 2018)
Digital Technologies in Designing Mathematics Education Tasks
ICMMCS 2021
Proceedings of 4th Computational Methods in Systems and Software 2020, Vol.2
Teacher Training and Professional Development: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
Augmented Reality in Educational Settings
8th Conference, TICEC 2020, Guayaquil, Ecuador, November 25–27, 2020, Proceedings

This is the second of a two-volume set (CCIS 434 and CCIS 435) that constitutes the
extended abstracts of the posters presented during the 16th International Conference on
Human-Computer Interaction, HCII 2014, held in Heraklion, Crete, Greece in June 2014 and
consisting of 14 thematic conferences. The total of 1476 papers and 220 posters presented
at the HCII 2014 conferences were carefully reviewed and selected from 4766 submissions.
These papers address the latest research and development efforts and highlight the human
aspects of design and use of computing systems. The papers accepted for presentation
thoroughly cover the entire field of Human-Computer Interaction, addressing major
advances in knowledge and effective use of computers in a variety of application areas.
The extended abstracts were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in this twovolume set. This volume contains posters’ extended abstracts addressing the following
major topics: social media and social networks; learning and education; design for all;
accessibility and assistive environments; design for aging; games and exergames; health
and well-being; ergonomics and safety; HCI in business, tourism and transport; humanPage 1/8
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human and human-agent communication; user experience case studies.
In Euclidean geometry, constructions are made with ruler and compass. Projective geometry
is simpler: its constructions require only a ruler. In projective geometry one never
measures anything, instead, one relates one set of points to another by a projectivity.
The first two chapters of this book introduce the important concepts of the subject and
provide the logical foundations. The third and fourth chapters introduce the famous
theorems of Desargues and Pappus. Chapters 5 and 6 make use of projectivities on a line
and plane, respectively. The next three chapters develop a self-contained account of von
Staudt's approach to the theory of conics. The modern approach used in that development
is exploited in Chapter 10, which deals with the simplest finite geometry that is rich
enough to illustrate all the theorems nontrivially. The concluding chapters show the
connections among projective, Euclidean, and analytic geometry.
Model-Centered Learning: Pathways to Mathematical Understanding Using GeoGebra is the
first book to report on the international use of GeoGebra and its growing impact on
mathematics teaching and learning. Supported by new developments in model-centered
learning and instruction, the chapters in this book move beyond the traditional views of
mathematics and mathematics teaching, providing theoretical perspectives and examples of
practice for enhancing students’ mathematical understanding through mathematical and
didactical modeling. Designed specifically for teaching mathematics, GeoGebra integrates
dynamic multiple representations in a conceptually rich learning environment that
supports the exploration, construction, and evaluation of mathematical models and
simulations. The open source nature of GeoGebra has led to a growing international
community of mathematicians, teacher educators, and classroom teachers who seek to tackle
the challenges and complexity of mathematics education through a grassroots initiative
using instructional innovations. The chapters cover six themes: 1) the history,
philosophy, and theory behind GeoGebra, 2) dynamic models and simulations, 3) problem
solving and attitude change, 4) GeoGebra as a cognitive and didactical tool, 5)
curricular challenges and initiatives, 6) equity and sustainability in technology use.
This book should be of interest to mathematics educators, mathematicians, and graduate
students in STEM education and instructional technologies.
The five-volume set LNCS 6782 - 6786 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
International Conference on Computational Science and Its Applications, ICCSA 2011, held
in Santander, Spain, in June 2011. The five volumes contain papers presenting a wealth of
original research results in the field of computational science, from foundational issues
in computer science and mathematics to advanced applications in virtually all sciences
making use of computational techniques. The topics of the fully refereed papers are
structured according to the five major conference themes: geographical analysis, urban
modeling, spatial statistics; cities, technologies and planning; computational geometry
and applications; computer aided modeling, simulation, and analysis; and mobile
communications.
The Digital Classroom
College Geometry Using Geogebra
A Step-by-Step Guide With Activities, Games, and Lesson Planning Tools
ICGG 2022 - Proceedings of the 20th International Conference on Geometry and Graphics
Technology in Mathematics Education: Contemporary Issues
Model-Centered Learning
European Studies
Architectural Structures presents an alternative approach to understanding structural engineering
load flow using a visually engaging and three-dimensional format. This book presents a groundbreaking new way of establishing equilibrium in architectural structures using the Modern MüllerBreslau method. While firmly grounded in principles of mechanics, this method does not use
traditional algebraic statics, nor does it use classical graphic statics. Rather, it solely uses new
geometric tools. Both statically determinate and statically indeterminate structures are analyzed
using this graphic method to provide a geometric understanding of how load flows through
architectural structures. This book includes approachable coverage of parametric modeling of twodimensional and three-dimensional structures, as well as more advanced topics such as indeterminate
structural analysis and plastic analysis. Hundreds of detailed drawings created by the author are
included throughout to aid understanding. Architecture and structural engineering students can
employ this novel method by hand sketching, or by programming in parametric design software. A
detailed yet approachable guide, Architectural Structures is ideal for students of architecture,
construction management, and structural engineering, at all levels. Practitioners will find the method
extremely useful for quickly solving load tracing problems in three-dimensional grids.
Regardless of the field or discipline, technology is rapidly advancing, and individuals are faced with
the challenge of adapting to these new innovations. To remain up-to-date on the current practices,
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teachers and administrators alike must constantly stay informed of the latest advances in their fields.
Teacher Training and Professional Development: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
contains a compendium of the latest academic material on the methods, skills, and techniques that
are essential to lifelong learning and professional advancement. Including innovative studies on
teaching quality, pre-service teacher preparation, and faculty enrichment, this multi-volume book is
an ideal source for academics, professionals, students, practitioners, and researchers.
Math games and workbooks with topics for online small groups of teachers or students to
collaboratively learn dynamic geometry. The approach is based on "Translating Euclid." The many
GeoGebra files used in VMT courses are pictured in the workbook. Several versions of the workbooks
are available, including the version used in WinterFest 2013 and analyzed in "Translating Euclid" and
"Constructing Dynamic Triangles Together." Also includes the content of a game version that is
available as a GeoGebraBook.
It is a great pleasure to share with you the Springer CCIS 112 proceedings of the Third World Summit
on the Knowledge Society––WSKS 2010––that was organized by the International Scientific Council for
the Knowledge Society, and supported by the Open Research Society, NGO, (http://www.openknowledge-society.org) and the Int- national Journal of the Knowledge Society Research,
(http://www.igi-global.com/ijksr), and took place in Aquis Corfu Holiday Palace Hotel, on Corfu island,
Greece, September 22–24, 2010. The Third World Summit on the Knowledge Society (WSKS 2010) was
an inter- tional scientific event devoted to promoting the dialogue on the main aspects of the
knowledge society towards a better world for all. The multidimensional economic and social crisis of
the last couple years brings to the fore the need to discuss in depth new policies and strategies for a
human-centric developmental process in the global c- text. This annual summit brings together key
stakeholders of knowledge society dev- opment worldwide, from academia, industry, government,
policy makers, and active citizens to look at the impact and prospects of it information technology,
and the knowledge-based era it is creating, on key facets of living, working, learning, innovating, and
collaborating in today’s hyper-complex world.
Software Engineering Perspectives in Intelligent Systems
Visualizing Load Flow Geometrically
Projective Geometry
4th Maple Conference, MC 2020, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, November 2–6, 2020, Revised Selected
Papers
Technology Enhanced Learning: Quality of Teaching and Educational Reform
Mathematical Modeling
How Artificial Intelligence can Serve Mathematical Human Learning
An introduction of computer software into mathematics classrooms makes the didactical situation more complex
compared with previous learning environments (Blomhøj, 2005). A technological tool becoming a mathematic
work tool in the hands of the students is a process that has turned up unexpectedly complex (Artigue, 2002). In
addition to this problem, the teachers as the users of the tool go through the same process, while, at the same
time, trying to integrate the tool into their teaching activities in a meaningful way. For these reasons it seems
important to contribute to the research focused on the learning and teaching conditions in environments, where
computer software is newly introduced, in order to better understand impacts of the introduction of different
software in mathematics classrooms. In this study the dynamic mathematical software GeoGebra was used.
GeoGebra is freely available for a number of platforms and has drawn much attention during the last years with
growing user communities (www.GeoGebra.org). However, being generally available just recently, there are,
comparatively, few studies on the use of GeoGebra in classroom settings. ?In this thesis the introduction and
integration of GeoGebra was investigated in two studies with different perspectives. In the first study students'
work with GeoGebra in their mathematical activities related to the integral concept has been researched. In the
second study teachers' utilization of the didactical potential has been investigated. The results of the two
studies show that GeoGebra as a mathematical tool in the hands of the students and the teachers can have a
significant role in supporting their mathematical work if exploited in a, from a didactical perspective, adequate
way. A learning and teaching environment based on GeoGebra bring with it a possibility to work with
mathematical concepts in a broader way compared with blackboard based classrooms. GeoGebra's facilities
makes it possible to communicate mathematics in different ways and expressing mathematical concepts in
different representations in a more direct way than in non dynamical environments. Communicating
mathematics in different ways and expressing mathematics knowledge through different representations is of
significant importance for students, not least in relation to the new curriculum for mathematics in Sweden (The
Swedish National Agency for Education, 2011), where these aspects are explicitly named as aims for students to
work towards.
This book covers recent achievements on the ever-expanding field of Geometry and Graphics on both analogical
and digital fronts, from theoretical investigations to a broad range of applications, new teaching methodologies,
and historical aspects. It is from 20th International Conference on Geometry and Graphics (ICGG2022), a series
of conference that started in 1978 and promoted by International Society for Geometry and Graphics, which
aims to foster international collaboration and stimulate the scientific research and teaching innovations in the
multidisciplinary field. The contents of the book are organized in: Theoretical Geometry and Graphics; Applied
Geometry and Graphics; Engineering Computer Graphics; Graphics Education; Geometry and Graphics in History,
and are intent for the academics, researchers, and professionals in architecture, engineering, industrial design,
mathematics, and arts.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-workshop proceedings of the 10th International Workshop on
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Automated Deduction in Geometry, ADG 2014, held in Coimbra, Portugal, in July 2014. The 11 revised full papers
presented in this volume were carefully selected from 20 submissions. The papers show the trend set of current
research in automated reasoning in geometry.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th Computational Methods in Systems and Software 2020
(CoMeSySo 2020) proceedings. Software engineering, computer science and artificial intelligence are crucial
topics for the research within an intelligent systems problem domain. The CoMeSySo 2020 conference is
breaking the barriers, being held online. CoMeSySo 2020 intends to provide an international forum for the
discussion of the latest high-quality research results.
Adventures in Dynamic Geometry
Mathematical Software – ICMS 2016
Automated Deduction in Geometry
Teaching to the Math Common Core State Standards
Technologies and Protocols
Transforming the Way We Learn
International Handbook of Financial Literacy

This book constitutes refereed proceedings of the 8th Conference on Information and Communication
Technologies of Ecuador, TICEC 2020, held in November 2020. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic the
conference was held online. The 36 full and 7 short papers were carefully reviewed and selected from
117 qualified submissions. The papers are organized according to the following topical sections:
biomedical sensors and wearables systems; data science; ICT ́s applications; industry 4.0; smart cities;
software development; technology and environment.
It is a great pleasure to share with you the Springer CCIS proceedings of the First International
Conference on Reforming Education, Quality of Teaching and Technology-Enhanced Learning: Learning
Technologies, Quality of Education, Educational Systems, Evaluation, Pedagogies––TECH-EDUCATION
2010, Which was a part of the World Summit on the Knowledge Society Conference Series. TECHEDUCATION 2010 was a bold effort aiming to foster a debate on the global need in our times to invest in
education. The topics of the conference dealt with six general pillars: Track 1. Quality of Education––A
new Vision Track 2. Technology-Enhanced Learning––Learning Technologies––Personalization-E-learning
Track 3. Educational Strategies Track 4. Collaborative/ Constructive/ Pedagogical/ Didactical Approaches
Track 5. Formal/ Informal/ and Life–Long Learning Perspectives Track 6. Contribution of Education to
Sustainable Development Within this general context the Program Committee of the conference invited
contributions that fall in to the following list of topics. Track 1: Quality of the Education––A new Vision •
Teaching Methodologies and Case Studies • Reforms in Degrees • The European Educational Space •
Academic Curricula Designs • Quality of Teaching and Learning • Quality and Academic Assessment •
The School / University of the Future • Challenges for Higher Education in the 21st Century • New
Managerial Models for Education • Financing the New Model for Education of the 21st Century • The
Quality Milestones for Education of the 21st Century • Evaluation in Academia • The Role of Teachers •
International Collaborations for Joint Programs/Degrees • Industry–Academia Synergies • Research
Laboratories Management
Mathematics and Science education have both grown in fertile directions in different geographic
regions. Yet, the mainstream discourse in international handbooks does not lend voice to developments
in cognition, curriculum, teacher development, assessment, policy and implementation of mathematics
and science in many countries. Paradoxically, in spite of advances in information technology and the
“flat earth” syndrome, old distinctions and biases between different groups of researcher’s persist. In
addition limited accessibility to conferences and journals also contribute to this problem. The
International Sourcebooks in Mathematics and Science Education focus on under-represented regions of
the world and provides a platform for researchers to showcase their research and development in areas
within mathematics and science education. The First Sourcebook on Asian Research in Mathematics
Education: China, Korea, Singapore, Japan, Malaysia and India provides the first synthesized treatment
of mathematics education that has both developed and is now prominently emerging in the Asian and
South Asian world. The book is organized in sections coordinated by leaders in mathematics education in
these countries and editorial teams for each country affiliated with them. The purpose of unique
sourcebook is to both consolidate and survey the established body of research in these countries with
findings that have influenced ongoing research agendas and informed practices in Europe, North
America (and other countries) in addition to serving as a platform to showcase existing research that
has shaped teacher education, curricula and policy in these Asian countries. The book will serve as a
standard reference for mathematics education researchers, policy makers, practitioners and students
both in and outside Asia, and complement the Nordic and NCTM perspectives.
The First International Symposium on the Education in Mechanism and Machine Science (ISEMMS 2013)
aimed to create a stable platform for the interchange of experience among researches of mechanism
and machine science. Topics treated include contributions on subjects such as new trends and
experiences in mechanical engineering education; mechanism and machine science in mechanical
engineering curricula; MMS in engineering programs, such as, for example, methodology, virtual labs
and new laws. All papers have been rigorously reviewed and represent the state of the art in their field.
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Proceedings of 2nd International Conference on Mathematical Modeling and Computational Science
Maple in Mathematics Education and Research
10th International Workshop, ADG 2014, Coimbra, Portugal, July 9-11, 2014, Revised Selected Papers
Computational Science and Its Applications - ICCSA 2011
5th International Conference, Berlin, Germany, July 11-14, 2016, Proceedings
Applications of Computer Algebra
This book includes a selection of articles from the 2018 International Conference on Information
Technology & Systems (ICITS 18), held on January 10 – 12, 2018, at the Universidad Estatal Península
de Santa Elena, Libertad City, Ecuador. ICIST is a global forum for researchers and practitioners to
present and discuss recent findings and innovations, current trends, lessons learned and the
challenges of modern information technology and systems research, together with their
technological development and applications. The main topics covered include information and
knowledge management; organizational models and information systems; software and systems
modeling; software systems, architectures, applications and tools; multimedia systems and
applications; computer networks, mobility and pervasive systems; intelligent and decision support
systems; big data analytics and applications; human–computer interaction; ethics, computers &
security; health informatics; and information technologies in education.
"Several years ago, we co-authored the text College Geometry using The Geometer's Sketchpad®. In
the time since then, friends and colleagues have expressed substantial interest in using our course
materials with an alternative software package, GeoGebra®. Indeed, some reported to us that they
have used the Sketchpad book with GeoGebra and have experienced good success. Spurred on by
those reports, we began experimenting ourselves with this other option for geometry software. This
new text is the result of our course experiences with GeoGebra. Of course, there are differences in
commands and tools between the two software packages. Those differences imposed frequent rewording and revising of the computer investigations. Further, the algebraic presentation used by
GeoGebra required us to re-think many of the investigations to encourage students to grapple with
the geometric content. The activities have been re-written to match GeoGebra, as have the portions
of the text that discuss the specific software. However, the geometric content remains the same as
our earlier text. We hope this new version of College Geometry will support students and instructors
who desire a pedagogy that incorporates technology in an active, exploratory classroom"-This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Algebraic
Informatics, CAI 2019, held in Niš, Serbia, in June/July 2019. The 20 revised papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 35 submissions. The papers present research at the
intersection of theoretical computer science, algebra, and related areas. They report original
unpublished research and cover a broad range of topics from automata theory and logic,
cryptography and coding theory, computer algebra, design theory, natural and quantum
computation, and related areas.
The conference proceeding of ICMMCS 2021 presents most recent scientific and technological
advances in the fields of engineering mathematics and computational science to strengthen the links
in the scientific community. It is a collection of high-quality, peer-reviewed research papers
presented at the Second International Conference on Mathematical Modeling and Computational
Science (ICMMCS 2021), held online during October 29–30, 2021. The topics covered in the book are
mathematical logic and foundations, numerical analysis, neural networks, fuzzy set theory, coding
theory, higher algebra, number theory, graph theory and combinatory, computation in complex
networks, calculus, differential educations and integration, application of soft computing, knowledge
engineering, machine learning, artificial intelligence, big data and data analytics, high-performance
computing, network and device security, Internet of Things (IoT).
5th International Conference, LCT 2018, Held as Part of HCI International 2018, Las Vegas, NV, USA,
July 15-20, 2018, Proceedings, Part I
HCI International 2014 - Posters' Extended Abstracts
Applications with GeoGebra
Exploring Advanced Euclidean Geometry with GeoGebra
Learning and Collaboration Technologies. Design, Development and Technological Innovation
Overview and Autobiographical Essays
China, Korea, Singapore, Japan, Malaysia and India

This two-volume set LNCS 10924 and 10925 constitute the refereed proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Learning and
Collaboration Technologies, LCT 2018, held as part of the 20th International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction, HCII 2018,
in Las Vegas, NV, USA in July 2018. The 1171 papers presented at HCII 2018 conferences were carefully reviewed and selected from 4346
submissions. The papers cover the entire field of human-computer interaction, addressing major advances in knowledge and effective use
of computers in a variety of applications areas. The papers in this volume are organized in the following topical sections: designing and
evaluating systems and applications, technological innovation in education, learning and collaboration, learners, engagement, motification,
and skills, games and gamification of learning, technology-enhanced teaching and assessment, computing and engineering education.
The current volume is intended to provide an overview of the eLibrary and some documentation of my life as the author of these texts.
A logical problem-based introduction to the use of GeoGebra for mathematical modeling and problem solving within various areas of
mathematics A well-organized guide to mathematical modeling techniques for evaluating and solving problems in the diverse field of
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mathematics, Mathematical Modeling: Applications with GeoGebra presents a unique approach to software applications in GeoGebra and
WolframAlpha. The software is well suited for modeling problems in numerous areas of mathematics including algebra, symbolic algebra,
dynamic geometry, three-dimensional geometry, and statistics. Featuring detailed information on how GeoGebra can be used as a guide to
mathematical modeling, the book provides comprehensive modeling examples that correspond to different levels of mathematical
experience, from simple linear relations to differential equations. Each chapter builds on the previous chapter with practical examples in
order to illustrate the mathematical modeling skills necessary for problem solving. Addressing methods for evaluating models including
relative error, correlation, square sum of errors, regression, and confidence interval, Mathematical Modeling: Applications with GeoGebra
also includes: Over 400 diagrams and 300 GeoGebra examples with practical approaches to mathematical modeling that help the reader
develop a full understanding of the content Numerous real-world exercises with solutions to help readers learn mathematical modeling
techniques A companion website with GeoGebra constructions and screencasts Mathematical Modeling: Applications with GeoGebrais
ideal for upper-undergraduate and graduate-level courses in mathematical modeling, applied mathematics, modeling and simulation,
operations research, and optimization. The book is also an excellent reference for undergraduate and high school instructors in
mathematics.
This book constitutes refereed proceedings of the 4th Maple Conference, MC 2020, held in Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, in November
2020. The 25 revised full papers and 3 short papers were carefully reviewed and selected out of 75 submissions, one invited paper is also
presented in the volume. The papers included in this book cover topics in education, algorithms, and applciations of the mathematical
software Maple.
Focus on Grade 5 to Grade 8 and Algebra 1
Digital Education for the 21st Century
Information and Communication Technologies
Third World Summit on the Knowledge Society, WSKS 2010, Corfu, Greece, September 22-24, 2010, Proceedings
Mathematics Education in the Age of Artificial Intelligence
8th International Conference, CAI 2019, Ni , Serbia, June 30–July 4, 2019, Proceedings
Architectural Structures
The way students learn changes when they have access to digital tools. The Digital
Classroom demonstrates that using technology to enhance students’ learning is not
dependent on a specific learning management system or software – it is about changing the
pedagogy with the help of an arsenal of useful tools and methods. This practical book
introduces easy to use methods to all teachers in digital classrooms with the intention
to make it simple, accessible, and achievable for everyone. It is not only about the
tools, and the how and why, but also about changing the pedagogy making the learning more
relevant to the students. When you open the classroom to the rest of the world, the
teacher becomes more important than ever. Topics in the book include: Technology and
deeper learning Social media in the global classroom Building a personal learning network
The flipped classroom and cooperative learning The use of iPads in primary and middle
school Teaching with videogames Special education Digital citizenship Digital tools can
play a key role in making learning happen and what the teachers know about the use of
technology is key. The Digital Classroom will be of great interest to teachers and
trainee teachers who wish to develop their digital competency by using the book as part
of their professional learning.
This edited monograph contains a comprehensive overview of educational developments in
the fields of operations research (OR) and management science (MS). The book outlines key
factors in OR/MS curricular programs and analyses different approaches regarding student
enrollment and failure rates. The approach is genuinely international, whereas the focus
lies on the European level. The target audience primarily comprises public policy
planners in education, deans and school directors as well as program coordinators.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Mathematical
Software, ICMS 2015, held in Berlin, Germany, in July 2016. The 68 papers included in
this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. The papers
are organized in topical sections named: univalent foundations and proof assistants;
software for mathematical reasoning and applications; algebraic and toric geometry;
algebraic geometry in applications; software of polynomial systems; software for
numerically solving polynomial systems; high-precision arithmetic, effective analysis,
and special functions; mathematical optimization; interactive operation to scientific
artwork and mathematical reasoning; information services for mathematics: software,
services, models, and data; semDML: towards a semantic layer of a world digital
mathematical library; miscellanea.
This is a methods book for preservice middle level majors and beginning middle school
teachers. It takes a very practical approach to learning to teach middle school
mathematics in an emerging Age of the Common Core State Standards. The Common Core State
Standards in Mathematics (CCSSM) is not meant to be “the” official mathematics
curriculum; it was purposefully developed primarily to provide clear learning
expectations of mathematics content that are appropriate at every grade level and to help
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prepare all students to be ready for college and the workplace. A quick glance at the
Table of Contents in this book indicates a serious engagement with the recommended
mathematics underlying the Grade 5 through Grade 8 and (traditional pathway) Algebra I
portions of the CCSSM first, with issues in content-practice assessment, learning,
teaching, and classroom management pursued next and in that order. In this book we
explore what it means to teach to the CCSSM within an alignment mindset involving contentpractice learning, teaching, and assessment. The Common Core state content standards,
which pertain to mathematical knowledge, skills, and applications, have been carefully
crafted so that they are teachable, learnable, coherent, fewer, clearer, and higher. The
practice standards, which refer to institutionally valued mathematical actions,
processes, and habits, have been conceptualized in ways that will hopefully encourage all
middle school students to engage with the content standards more deeply than merely
acquiring mathematical knowledge by rote and imitation. Thus, in the CCSSM, proficiency
in content alone is not sufficient, and so does practice without content, which is
limited. Content and practice are both equally important and, thus, must come together in
teaching, learning, and assessment in order to support authentic mathematical
understanding. This blended multisourced text is a “getting smart” book. It prepares
preservice middle level majors and beginning middle school teachers to work within the
realities of accountable pedagogy and to develop a proactive disposition that is capable
of supporting all middle school students in order for them to experience growth in
mathematical understanding that is necessary for high school and beyond, including future
careers.
1st International Conference, TECH-EDUCATION 2010, Athens, Greece, May 19-21, 2010.
Proceedings
Students' and Teachers' Work with Integrals in GeoGebra Based Environments
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
Potential and Pitfalls
Kalamata, Greece, July 20–23 2015
International Conference,Santander, Spain, June 20-23, 2011. Proceedings, Part IV
The Potential and Challenges of the Use of Dynamic Software in Upper Secondary
Mathematics
This Handbook presents in-depth research conducted on a myriad of issues within the field
of financial literacy. Split into six sections, it starts by presenting prevalent
conceptions of financial literacy before covering financial literacy in the policy
context, the state and development of financial literacy within different countries,
issues of assessment and evaluation of financial literacy, approaches to teaching
financial literacy, and teacher training and teacher education in financial literacy. In
doing so, it provides precise definitions of the construct of financial literacy and
elaborates on the state and recent developments of financial literacy around the world,
to show ways of measuring and fostering financial literacy and to give hints towards
necessary and successful teacher trainings. The book also embraces the diversity in the
field by revealing contrasting and conflicting views that cannot be bridged, while at the
same time making a contribution by re-joining existing materials in one volume which can
be used in academic discourse, in research-workshops, in university lectures and in the
definition of program initiatives within the wider field of financial literacy. It allows
for a landscape of financial literacy to be depicted which would foster the
implementation of learning opportunities for human beings for sake of well-being within
financial living-conditions. The Handbook is useful to academics and students of the
topic, professionals in the sector of investment and banking, and for every person
responsible for managing his or her financial affairs in everyday life.
This book provides an inquiry-based introduction to advanced Euclidean geometry. It
utilizes dynamic geometry software, specifically GeoGebra, to explore the statements and
proofs of many of the most interesting theorems in the subject. Topics covered include
triangle centers, inscribed, circumscribed, and escribed circles, medial and orthic
triangles, the nine-point circle, duality, and the theorems of Ceva and Menelaus, as well
as numerous applications of those theorems. The final chapter explores constructions in
the Poincare disk model for hyperbolic geometry. The book can be used either as a
computer laboratory manual to supplement an undergraduate course in geometry or as a
stand-alone introduction to advanced topics in Euclidean geometry. The text consists
almost entirely of exercises (with hints) that guide students as they discover the
geometric relationships for themselves. First the ideas are explored at the computer and
then those ideas are assembled into a proof of the result under investigation. The goals
are for the reader to experience the joy of discovering geometric relationships, to
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develop a deeper understanding of geometry, and to encourage an appreciation for the
beauty of Euclidean geometry.
This book is intended to provide teachers and researchers with a wide range of ideas from
researchers working to integrate the new technology of Augmented Reality into educational
settings and processes.
This new volume highlights the evolution of digital education related issues by reporting
on effective IoT-based technologies for the teaching-learning process. It brings together
a selection of leading academic policymakers, researchers, educationalists, and education
scholars to share their experiences and research on many aspects of digital pedagogy in
the Education of Things. The volume discusses recent innovations, trends, and concerns as
well as the practical challenges encountered and solutions adopted in the fields of
digital pedagogies and educational design.The chapters cover the concepts of IoT-based
digital technologies regarding teacher and teaching education, IoT-based education,
flipped learning, assessment process, and more. Key features: Introduces the integration
of technology with digital education Explains the functional framework workflow in the
Education of Things and networked learning Explores basic and high-level concepts of
teaching-learning pedagogy in IoT-based education Covers the major challenges, issues,
and advances in flipped and blended learning based on IoT technologies Looks at digital
education pedagogy collaborations with organizations outside academia Explores teaching
education and the process of assessment, testing, and evaluation Digital Education for
the 21st Century: Technologies and Protocols provides a rich resource for academic and
administrative policymakers, academicians, researchers, educationalists and experts who
are concerned with educational research.
Advances in Operations Research Education
Algebraic Informatics
New Trends in Educational Activity in the Field of Mechanism and Machine Theory
The First Sourcebook on Asian Research in Mathematics Education - 2 Volumes
ECEL 2016 - Proceedings of the 15th European Conference on e- Learning
Organizational, Business, and Technological Aspects of the Knowledge Society
Mathematical Argumentation in Middle School-The What, Why, and How
The Applications of Computer Algebra (ACA) conference covers a wide range of topics from Coding Theory to
Differential Algebra to Quantam Computing, focusing on the interactions of these and other areas with the discipline of
Computer Algebra. This volume provides the latest developments in the field as well as its applications in various
domains, including communications, modelling, and theoretical physics. The book will appeal to researchers and
professors of computer algebra, applied mathematics, and computer science, as well as to engineers and computer
scientists engaged in research and development.
Proceedings of the 15th European Conference on e- Learning (ECEL 2016)
Proceedings of A Conference
Learning SOLIDWORKS 2019
Future Curricular Trends in School Algebra And Geometry
International Conference, HCI International 2014, Heraklion, Crete, June 22-27, 2014. Proceedings, Part II
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